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Darwin’s evolution is anti-Judeo Christian because it reduces Hebrew history
recorded in the Old Testament Holy Scriptures into a mere myth, or worse, Jewish-fairy tales.

GLOBAL CONSCIOUSNESS SHIFT
SOCIAL DARWINISM IN SCHOOL A HUMAN IDENTITY CRISIS
“Our survival as a species depends on whether or not we begin to recognize our
Devine humanity”
[hominid>n. A primate of the family Hominidae, which includes orangutans,
gorillas, chimpanzees, and modern humans, and their extinct relatives.]
The provocative article “Against School” by John Taylor Gatto contains a
very interesting point. His view on “How public education cripples our kids, and
why” parallels statistical data on America’s failing educational system. According
to Norman Mailler’s “One Idea” The U.S. spends more money per student and
ranks 21st lowest of 24 industrial nations for scholastic and academic
achievement. Obviously, something is amiss with this picture. Evolution
propaganda is a multi-billion dollar school curriculum industry. Gatto’s diagnostic
analysis of our school’s crippling effect on our students hits the nail on the head.
Number five, “the selective function” referring to Darwin’s theory of “natural
selection” and “survival of the fittest” or richest philosophy, is the social basis and
foundational principal on which our educational and economic system is erected.
90% of all students graduating from the public educational system evolve into
hard-core atheists according to studies done by the Federal Bureau of
Investigations. A defined connection between psycho killers and evolution
education reveals motives between hard-core criminals and crime.
Growing up in Communist Soviet socialist occupied Czechoslovakia,
Darwin’s struggle for survival was fiercely taught as a new state religion. A belief
system so pervasive, no one dared to question it and worse to test it. Sadly, in a
state of passive grace the people of this severely brutalized country relinquished
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their own true genius, “Gregor Mendel” who discovered hereditary transmission
of dominant and recessive genetic traits formed the bases for DNA replication,
cell division, sexual reproduction and species perpetuation. Mendel unraveled
these various links connecting generations of life. His alarming discoveries were
not published, and cleverly concealed from the general public. Mendel’s scientific
point of view was rejected because it did not fit into the up and coming British
Empire’s new world order - global agenda. Designed to deceive, Darwin’s prehistoric hyperbole masquerades as history in order to conceal recorded history.
The Judeo Christian ethic is based on Biblical history. The Old and the New
Testament represents a dichotomy of Judeo Christian origins at the same time
one, but now fulfilled!!
At the onset of the industrial revolution, American Civil War and ensuing
Indian genocide, Hawaii’s occupation and an additional hundred and sixty other
occupied nations, Darwin’s publishing of, “On the Origin of Species by Means of
Natural Selection; or, the Preservation of Favored Races in the Struggle for Life” in
1859 was what the English industrialist machinery set forth to set a new paradigm
for mankind. “Natural Selection and Survival of the Fittest” runaway competition
and ruthless exploitation would become the new religion for the “Homo-Sapiens
Hominid Primate” rat race. The irresistible trap was set. Nearly all the countries of
the world would be stripped of their natural resources, traditional way of life,
language, and inherent ancestral consciousness. English would become the global
language, and England the consciousness center of the world. Time begins and
ends in Greenwich, England.
Herbert Spencer hijacked Darwinism to inject his own brand of poison to
drug the world with his insidious phrase “survival of the fittest”. Apparently we
depend on “survival of the fittest kill or be killed belief system,” where you must
fight to survive. As a result our society continues to rape the earth, each other,
destroying everything in our path, and ultimately ourselves. Incidentally, the last
one hundred and fifty years, have been the most destructive environmentally in
recorded history. Does Darwin’s struggle play the invisible hand that sets the price
of a free market? The elusive link between Darwinism, Marxism vs. Capitalism is
not clear, and has yet to be fully recognized. Will Marxist Darwinism ultimately
dominate the political environment of the world? A deep-seated impairment of
our children’s cognitive sensibilities has evolved into a false sense of
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consciousness and reality. We are no longer rational human beings, unable to
discern fact from fiction. T.V. shows tell a vision of pre-historic science fiction
movies, nature documentaries, cartoons and specials programing evolution
consciousness.
We spend more money per student and come near dead last in scholastic
achievement. If the U.S. is to retain its place in the world, it must learn to be less
frivolous and much more efficient in how we teach our vulnerable and often
gullible students. Art and music should be mandatory to balance the left and right
hemispheres of our minds consciousness. Careful observation of a student’s
strong points and guidance towards a career that closely matches the student,
their capabilities and talent; teaching the student exactly what he or she must
know to be productive in their field and eliminating the non-essentials. Also,
Darwin should be replaced with Mendel as the true father of modern biology, so
that we could recognize what the latest DNA-RNA discoveries are really telling us.
During a historic speech at the White House in 1999, marking the end of phase 1
of the Human Genome Project, President Bill Clinton announced “mapping out
the human DNA is like studying the language of God”. These are not the words of
a religious man, Clinton is said to have the I.Q. of a genius. DNA data can restore
our sense of personal and collective identity. United States public school
curriculum presents a one sided view which directs a predetermined outcome!
Darwinian ideology.
Today’s pseudo-scientific curriculum is a lot like GMO school lunch,
bologna, Kraft-American cheese, Hellman’s mayo and Wonder bread, simply
unhealthy and indigestible. Evolution’s curse is the lie we live in as all of creation
around us dies in response to our artificial superimposition on nature. As a result
we have become disconnected from reality now trapped in evolution’s virtual
door of false perception. Creation gets a flat out F- while evolution gets an
automatic A+ you must adapt or die; all this programming in violation of free
speech in good ole USA. EVOLUTION has silenced objectivity and critical thinking,
manifesting a duplicate reality shift. Evolution is a complete counterclockwise
distortion of consciousness, time and space a strange fiction turning a blind eye to
the space/time NOW continuum. Have we reached a point of no return, this is not
a rehearsal on a simulated pre-historic stage of evolution where time travels
counterclockwise. The clockwise trajectory of time always travels forward in the
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here and now because biology, physics as well as history keeps repeating itself. So
if life is like a box of chocolates when you never know what you’re going to get,
why does a woman giving birth be absolutely certain she is going to have a human
baby. We can be sure that some things will never change. Evolution’s far reaching
consequences are blowing in the wind to decimate future generations who will
inherit Darwin’s Mandela effect. A global consciousness shift is when a large
group of people all believe and remember an event that never happened. A
fabricated past event should never be underestimated so is the false narrative of
pre-history. Darwin’s theory of evolution is responsible for cognitive dissonance
an altered state of consciousness, shifting us into a Mandela effect. Can Mendel’s
prophetic observations put us back on the right track? Time will tell.
Deoxyribo-Nucleic-Acid consists of two extremely long (several million
miles long when stretched out) chains of nucleotides twisted into a double-helix
spiral joined together by hydrogen bonds. The DNA-RNA is a super-microscopic
self-replicating molecule containing trillions of bits of information in
consequential formation and orderly transit for continuous duplication of itself.
Hundreds, perhaps thousands of high-tech super-computers all working in unison
is required to store, map, and analyze a mere two percent, of the information
program stored inside the microscopic DNA. This tiny, yet vast self-replicating
electro-chemical machine reproduces itself over and over again throughout one’s
lifetime. It is estimated that one-hundred trillion DNA-RNA molecules make up
the human body. Eventual breakdown, shrinking chromosomes, and “mutations”
of the DNA code leads to disease and death. A single glitch in the programing of
the DNA code can become fatal. At the moment of birth a human infant begins to
lose a vital isolated nucleic acid, within 24 hours this potential for eternal life will
be gone. The self-replicating DNA had the capacity to live forever. All mammals
share the same nucleic-acid compound the building block of protein, which forms
the mass density of the DNA, an estimated 98%, it is within the remaining 2%
information program that distinguishes us as a species and makes us different
from other species. The DNA contains and transmits information on a continual
basis, the body you had when you were a child has been completely renewed by
the self-replicating process of the DNA. It was widely believed and accepted that
complete bodily cellular renewal takes about seven years, but this timeline is
irrelevant because a child’s DNA replicates much faster than an older persons
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sluggish DNA regeneration. We also now know that there is no junk or dark
matter in the DNA as previously published and believed.
Darwin assumed that mutation of cells was the vehicle for the
transmutation of species from primate to man when in actuality the uncontrolled
mutation of cells forms cancer and a host of disabling infirmities. Nature’s
laboratory shows us repeatedly that all living organisms reproduce after their own
kind and naturally adapt to changes in the immediate environment. We adapt all
the time, it is part of our built in system of homeostasis. The discovery of genes
with their dominant and recessive traits, chromosomes, and DNA code confirm
this natural fact. Gregor Mendel’s discovery of dominant and recessive genetic
traits was conveniently fuzzed over by the catchy but vague terms of adaptation
and natural selection. Darwin’s assumptions have been proven erroneous by
modern technology and Mendel has been confirmed to be 100% accurate. The
monk holds the key to the genetic code of life not the monkey’s uncle. Our
generation has discovered the significant implication of Mendel’s research
through the recent mapping out of the DNA’s life-code. Mendel continues to
check Darwin. Apparently there is a grand design in nature; human minds cannot
replicate for example, a seed that grows into a mighty tree. Does nature alone fit
such potential, power, complexity into a tiny seed? Is it possible for scientific
materialism to answer all our questions and inquiries? Can modern science
survive a sudden attack of conscience? According to the International Code of
Zoological Nomenclature classifies human beings as homo sapien’s sapien’s,
granting special status to humans as a taxonomic rank for which no subspecies
exist, nor even can ever exist.
Belief systems are set in place by those who get published and publicized.
The Soviets used Darwinism as a platform for their political ideology to justify and
enforce an atheist based society. Basically religion was outlawed. Marx wrote that
religion is the opiate of the people as a result Darwinism evolved into a belief
system that replaced the belief system of religion. Religion supposes faith in
YHWH, Darwinism makes a Creator obsolete. Darwinism supposes that all living
plants and creatures “evolved” or trans-mutated from pre-historic creatures by a
process of adaptation and natural selection. Adaptation, natural selection and
survival of the fittest are quite evident in nature, all living things possess an
inherent ability to adapt to new environments imposed upon them. Yes the
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strong and or aggressive usually survive over the weak and passive so they get to
reproduce more often but this has nothing to do with biological evolution or
transmutation into another species, because it is comparing apples with oranges.
What we do not obviously see in nature is the ludicrous assumption that distinct
organisms actually mutate into another species. As far as I can see, all living
organisms reproduce after their own kind and are static to their own species in
reproduction. There are thousands of different types of dogs for example and
they can all reproduce with each other, it is also widely accepted that all dogs are
related to the wolf. Man’s ingenious manipulation of dominant and recessive
genetic traits has created unlikely canine cousins as Chihuahuas, poodles, and
beagles out of wolves.
The Moravian/Austrian scientist Gregor Mendel was taking the obvious and
applying it to scientific experiments, he manipulated and crossbred plants to
adapt to new environments and then he would revert them to their original
condition by a selective process of dominant and recessive genetic traits. Mendel
confirmed that organisms possess their own intrinsic DNA program unique to
one’s own nature. Coconut palms produce coconuts, cats reproduce cats, humans
beget humans, chimpanzees are still chimpanzees and dogs produce dogs, a dog
is a dog is a dog.
In reality the present is always the key to the past and unfolding future.
Nature is the laboratory; we are the spectators in a living experiment that repeats
itself over and over. Humans reproduce humans, apes reproduce apes. Mutations
reproduce cancer and disease, mutations do not trans-mutate a species into
another species. With all the billions of dollars spent on cancer research we still
have not connected the dots between cancer and the theory of evolution. The
evolution revolution has exchanged the Creator for cancer. Genesis the book of
origins for “Origin of the Species”: The unfolding present for the imagined prehistoric past. The upright walking hominid now lives in its make-believe past
unable to comprehend the present. No longer a human with a soul and guiding
moral code or divine conscience: Ruled by the law of the jungle the mental
mutant becomes Kong, King of the concrete jungle. Now at the peak of his empire
there is nowhere to go but rapidly descend towards the filthy city streets of
ravenous mass consumption.
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Not recognizing what he sees as a sacred gift to be nurtured and shared,
nature becomes a plaything of his imagination: Professing prophets forever
reinventing an imagined pre-historic past for his oblivious audience and
unsuspecting students. The imagined past that never happened shapes the
human mind in the present. The present becomes no longer recognizable because
of the imagined past that shapes the unfolding future. In present reality humans
have always been humans and will always be human, but this is not what we
believe. We have come to believe we are homo-sapiens primates “technically
speaking”, otherwise we wouldn’t be teaching generic Darwinism to ourselves in
school, universities and media. We no longer make sound judgments in scientific
discoveries, the present no longer matters when under the spell of an imagined
past. The imagined past becomes the guiding principal for the interpretation of
scientific discoveries and observations in the present reality. Darwin gained
wealth from his theory of evolution and set in to motion a global multi-trillion
dollar industry.
Caught between a rock and a hard place unable to extricate himself from
his meticulous irony, neither ape or man a mental mutant lost in hopeless
confusion and chaos, unable to adapt and cope with his make-believe
environment. No longer living in harmony with nature he finds himself divorced
from nature. No longer a thing of beauty that sustains him, but something to be
manipulated, exploited and sold for the love of money. Life, love, spirit, marriage,
commitment, children, family, intentional community, sustainability and
stewardship of the land are no longer sacred nor cherished. Disparity between
the super-rich and dauntingly poor draws a yawning chasm echoing with fainting
sounds for justice, that never seems to come.
As a painting requires an artist, so is nature a work of art. This reflection of
design, perpetual perfection and genetic reproduction has grown dim, barely
recognizable to the mutant eye. The modern age of enlightenment has cast the
mutant back into the darkest of all ages. Fossil footprints trample the earth on a
continual basis, we know it’s wrong, but we just can’t stop. Spewing gas into life
giving waters and the air we must breathe with reckless abandon, racing towards
a precipice of no return, have we learned nothing? Competition is no match for
co-operation, if we are to survive on this most beautiful life giving sphere in the
universe, our living Earth in peril. Darwinian economics far reaching effect is
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destroying our environment at such an alarming rate it threatens the survival of
our species and all life on earth. Extinction of entire species is on the rise,
environmental red flags up in flames. Everyone, start your engines.
Mankind’s treacherous treatment of his environment and gross
misunderstanding of nature is made evident by his poetic faith in evolutions
survival of the fittest or in man’s case survival of the richest at any cost
philosophy. Man no longer recognizes his inherent humanity, on the contrary, he
views himself as a homo-sapiens hominid a species of bipedal primates; ranked in
the mammalian order of apes, monkeys and lemurs who have subconsciously
succumbed to the law of the jungle, kill or be killed. With this in mind the modern
homo-sapiens primate is morally obligated to do whatever it takes to win, to get
the prize, to be rich, to survive and thrive at the price of others and the
environment. Our public school system pushes kids to compete on all levels,
academically, athletically and sexually. This is not the best way to build a society
based on compassion and cooperation within a shared environment’s fragile Ecosystem.
Fueled by intense competition, modern progress encroaches upon nature
in an effort to exploit its resources. Transforming life giving forests into tooth
picks, toilet paper-towels, books, boxes and 2x4’s, the upright bi-pedal hominid
walks proudly through the concrete jungle he has manufactured for himself.
Armed to the teeth, the walking ape has become the world’s most dangerous
animal, able to start world wars, genetically modify organisms, or worse, to
obliterate all life on earth. The metamorphosis of humanity into homo-sapiens
has transformed the earth into a “Planet of the Apes”. Mankind is acting out what
he believes himself to be. No longer swinging through the trees the walking ape
flies through the air, blows rockets into outer space and drives around in circles
inside chariots of hell-fire. In his relentless quest for wealth and power, the
driving hominid is polluting and consuming his most precious and vital resource,
the very air he breathes. Because air is free.
The combustion engine consumes the atmosphere faster than nature’s
ability to reproduce oxygen. We are consuming our atmosphere, vital to our
survival, for money. Survival of the frichest? Think again! Planetary survival hangs
in the balance of our atmosphere, and more importantly what we choose to do
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about it. At the same time of unprecedented consumption of our atmosphere, we
are killing ocean plankton with pollution, and defoliating the continents of its
forests to build bigger cities, because it’s profitable to do so. Massive global
reforestation is the only thing we can do to stop and reverse global climate
change. The money and energy we spend on space exploration could easily be
enough to save planet earth. When dealing with global climate change we must
be prepared to set our priorities straight, reforestation and afforestation on a
global scale. Ironically, it is not profitable to grow forests, because it takes timber
longer to mature than one human lifetime, prohibiting short term profit for the
investor. Planting trees is an investment into the future. The logging industry
abuses capitalism as a rogue force to achieve wealth, power and dominance at
the expense of our global Eco-Sphere. Dealing with global climate change should
be our number one priority because global warming is a threat to economic
stability and global peace. Time is of the essence, we must act now, by planting
billions of Eco-seeds and seedlings to replace the vital forest of the earth.
Desertification must be stopped in its tracks for the sake of future generations.
First came man the deserts followed, stop this hokie-pokie it is time to turn
ourselves around. Planting billions of eco-seeds from helicopters can accomplish
this necessary mission to save Earth from atmospheric implosion.
Nature’s oxygen production is at an all-time low. NASA’s atmospheric
observations have noticed a significant decrease in the volume of our atmosphere
since observations began in the fifties. Apparently the mutant humanoid has
found himself precariously out on a limb suspended by a handmade life rope
tangled about his neck. Whatever the outcome, I remain optimistic because I
believe in the resilience of nature and inherent goodness of humanity. And this is
it; humanity vs. homo-sapiens primate consciousness, will we continue to allow
ourselves to be guided by Divine-consciousness, or the law of the jungle, and
survival of the frichest mentality? This is the hard question we are faced with.
Yes, we possess an earthly treasure, but what will we and the future generations
do or don’t do with it? The problem is that we are too modern; we need to take a
look back and rediscover the arts of our grandmothers and great-grandfathers.
Getting in touch with our genetic imprint we inherited from our ancestors, by
doing as they did, planting and tending gardens, orchards and raising of animals
to insure fertility and stability, sustainability for the intentional community. The
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raising of your own food restores the way back to nature and Divineconsciousness.
Wandering through time and space, searching for identity and meaning,
woe is man! What have we become? But hairless apes driving around in our
artificial world? Unable to recognize and make peace with nature the naked ape
dives deeper and deeper into a make-believe reality. A reality based on projected
images of a demented man’s imagination of the past, pre-history. Distortion of
history warped wrinkles in time manifest unintended consequences for present
and future consciousness. Traveling back in time delusional, pre-historical
evolution thrusts the human mind into a divergent dimension, causing confusion
and distortion of present day to day reality. With the imagination gone wild
predetermined conceptualism becomes an altered state of consciousness. Prehistory vs. history are strangers on a cacophonous train… of thought, leading in
opposing directions. Homo-sapiens hominid primate consciousness is obscuring
mankind’s vision of the greatest historical discovery ever made; the divine genetic
imprint confirming our created humanity within the DNA.
However, the tide of time cannot be held back, this natural ebb and flow
just goes on repeating itself over and over again. As nature unfolds before us it
reveals a certain duplication inherent to all life, confirming the fact that all living
organisms grow, heal and reproduce after their own kind. Knowing their place,
apes of the jungle recognize creation, but the homo-sapiens does not. Homosapiens primates do not believe in the self-evident creation of YHWH, but instead;
the “theory of evolution” as described by Charles Darwin. This one man’s effect
on human-consciousness has evolved into hominid consciousness. From being
created in the image of his Creator, to evolving from a pre-historic hominid to a
homo-sapiens primate: Upside down and inside out as we stand upon our heads
gazing at the hour-glass of time imagined, homo-sapiens primates exchanged the
self-evident truth for a bold faced lie.
Only 160 years have passed since the first publishing of 50,000 copies of
Darwin’s “Origin of Species,” a short time span for this remarkable evolutionary
leap of human consciousness. Evolution however is a mental condition only,
because it does not exist in the DNA. The DNA’s chief function is replication of
itself, cell division and sexual reproduction insuring the perpetuation of species.
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No matter how much objective evidence is presented to the conditioned homosapiens primate, he obstinately refuses to acknowledge the obvious present day
reality, replication of the DNA coupled with reproduction and perpetuation of
species. Yreka! YHWH is alive after all, and Nietzsche is dead.
Vanquished horizons, evolution consciousness is a deeply seated state of
mind; anchored denial of present day processes exchanged for the unobserved
assumptions of the past. The homo-sapien’s primate consciousness likens a child
guerilla with a loaded machine gun. His loose cannon has managed to exploit vast
amounts of natural resources, explode nuclear bombs and create a world at war.
Willing to sacrifice anything and everything to be the frichest animal; modern
technology has proved a deadly combination in the hands of hominid
consciousness. Grossly out of balance, the absurd has become an acceptable
status quo agenda. The nature of Marxist Darwinian Capitalism evolved into a
cold-war industry of creative destruction that engineers the likes of nuclear
weapons shifting our global paradigm at terminal velocity which threatens our
survival. Humanity has dodged the bullet of nuclear winter more than once.
Dancing to a dangerous tune of Russian roulette one narcissist in power is all it
took to bring down the Soviet. Pushing too many buttons and Chernobyl became
a ghost town in a nuclear instant. Afraid of the monster they created the Soviet
machine self-destructed bringing the iron clad wall down with it. Socio-Political
Marxist Darwinism is a loaded gun in the wrong hands. In the path of a tidal wave
and victim of shoddy design due to a tight budget, Fukushima continues to spill its
radioactive poison into the Pacific killing everything in its path. Awareness is in
the eyes of the beholder but induced consciousness chooses its own horse to ride.
A loaded gun in one hand gets disarmed and put away in a safe place; in another
hand that same gun can be used to kill. In the same sense DNA data can be
perceived as Divine-consciousness or evolution consciousness. Will our society be
better off without Divine-consciousness? Ask the people of Russia they
experienced several generations of consciouslessness they should know. Can
friendly complexity consciousness technologies we have created be our salvation
from the technologies that devour us? Japanese men prefer to have sex with
female robots than real women. A multibillion dollar industry, many women
prefer vibrators to men; why buy a male chauvinist pig when all you need is a
little plastic sausage. Thanx Sigmund Freud the inventor of modern psychology
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and the vibrator, ironically psychologists rank number one on the suicide list. Sex
without love is simply masturbation manifesting a feeling of emptiness and
frustration.
Possessed victims of illusion hovering over Pandora’s Box now wide open
for all the evils of human life. Where everything is permissible, where there is no
wrong, where there’s only the “selective function’s popular opinion.” Cancerous
tumors of Social Darwinism are out of control, beyond surgical removal or
massive doses of radiation. Evolution’s deadly disease terminated mankind’s
Divine-consciousness. Darwin was warned of the consequences his theory of
evolution would have on humanity. On his deathbed Charles Darwin recanted
everything and admitted he was wrong about the theory of evolution, but it was
too late. The cancer had spread globally. Unprecedented in all of history, the
massive publishing of “Origin of Species” became the world’s best seller, inflicting
its hypnotic trance. Darwinism affected the human course of history and altered
the advancement of human knowledge. Tesla technology misappropriated for
military application and sabotaged by inferior technology led by Edison, for
example; genetically modified organisms are a direct result of evolution
consciousness is yet another example; and another, the extensive endangeredspecies list with us humans at the top. Darwin’s lit fuse has blown our minds, out
of the blue and into the black, twilight zoned; is their hope of coming back?
Aimlessness of science shuts the doors of perception to Divine-consciousness. An
open insult to Judeo Christianity and people of faith, the Darwinian fish with legs
is dead in the water and floats belly up. Modern man’s infatuation with freaks and
zombies is a reflection of his inner turmoil. Mankind was not meant to exist in two
divergent time zones, because it is too easy to forget where reality starts and
where it leaves off. And the cacophonous train leading nowhere just keeps on
rollin. Pre-history’s oxy-moron contradicts recorded history. But, awareness is to
be present in the here and now.
Imperceptible, hardly perceivable opium induced imagination of a prehistoric past brought forth and forged a way for pseudo-scientific consciousness.
It is unimaginable to comprehend that a 5th generation-inbred, physically
disfigured and mentally deranged drug addict would become the unlikely father
of modern biology. We are what we think we are what we have become in our
minds, and “one” with the demented mind of Charles Darwin. This deeply
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troubled man with his own 6th generation inbred children, ostracized by his
neighbors and local community, exacted his bitter revenge on YHWH and His
children by making the Father obsolete with the theory of evolution. His ultimate
act of revenge against the Creator he hated and people he despised all summed
up in his “Origin of Species”. Who is the most dangerous pseudo-scientific social
terrorist of all time? Who was this crooked faced inbred that ripped off
humanities identity and turned us into unsuspecting homo-sapiens primates?
Sub-versive, sub-human, sub-consciousness is public enemy #1.
Darwin’s unquenchable thirst for revenge should not be underestimated.
Humanity has forsaken its soul, the mutant homo-sapiens primate after all
evolved from scum in a pre-historic pond. Death is the end of life, forever
extinguished and relinquished of life. Faith in eternity lost, no more eternal life.
This is the spiritual culmination of Darwinian consciousness. It boldly defies
common sense, logic, and scientific principles of nature. Yes, this bold-faced lie
has deceived many but not all. The question is, who are you? What is your
identity? Are you a human or homo-sapiens primate? You have a conscience,
reasoning skills but what is your point of view? It is the point of view one has
been taught and brought up with that ultimately determines ones perspective.
Just like a drug addict craving for more, Darwin’s pusher is the fix we crave.
We may believe we are created perfectly complete in the image of the
Creator, or that we gradually evolved from a primate, one or the other, there is
no middle ground. We become what we believe ourselves to be. Consequently,
the shift from human to homo-sapiens primate consciousness has become a
negatively polarized social issue suspended in a cloud of fear and neglect.
Personally I am not a religious sort of man, however I do recognize the value of
YHWH consciousness and spirit filled life. Darwin, deeply religious, did not
recognize YHWH consciousness in all of creation. Jesus Christ of Nazareth, the
culmination of YHWH consciousness, scorned the religious. It was the Vatican, the
Roman Catholic Church that silenced their champion, Gregor Mendel. A reformed
modern day Moses, Darwin leads us out of the Promised Land and back to Egypt.
At this particular time in history humanity is faced with the mental
transformation from the created to the evolved. Out with the old, in with the
new, everything goes, tradition, religion, faith, morals, values, even love, and is
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replaced with natural selection and survival of the richest consciousness. Anything
goes to get rich, anything; money is the bottom line; it insures our survival as
individuals. The pursuit of wealth becomes God. One god-less belief-system
replacing YHWH’s belief system. “The love of money is the root of all evil”. But
evolution consciousness does not comprehend the Word of YHWH. These are
extremely polarized belief-systems. One system needs very long periods of time
to achieve the complex systems we observe in our DNA, the world around us, and
the universe. The other belief system does not require long periods of time to
achieve our present reality because it was created complete and functioning
along with the capacity of reproducing. This is the reality that exists because
throughout recorded history we have observed the phenomena of repetitive
genetic recycling repeating itself over and over again. It is the male who
determines blood type and sexual gender in the offspring. Females often
determine when genetically dominant physical characteristics such as eye and
hair color. People of color are usually genetically dominant and light skinned
people genetically recessive when generating an offspring; all of us are unique,
we see and recognize an endless variety of people who all belong to a common
ancestry making us brothers and sisters of the human family.
Alarmingly! The Human Genome Project is automatically identified “homosapiens” on the super-computers screens, so we are really interpreting DNA data
as homo-sapiens when in fact it is screaming human. There is no evolution in the
DNA. The DNA is programed and calibrated to prohibit evolution from occurring.
Breakdown of the DNA code results in cancer, mutations that kill is hardly an
argument for evolution. Mutation’s hopeful monster is sickness and death not
transmutation into another species. Even Genetically Modified Organisms
struggle to retain their own genetic structure, man-made evolution fails to reproduce.
We never ever actually observe the forces of evolution occurring in the
present, only as a mental picture of an imagined pre-historic past. Power of
suggestion, pre-historic dinosaurs, and the image of the beast is deadlier than the
beast. So powerful are the images imprinted in our minds we become blind to the
obvious. Nature’s sheer complexity, design and beauty demands intelligence,
order and artistry, a creative force identified as YHWH. Without Creator
consciousness we cease to be co-creators, stewards of the garden, and become
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self-centered consumers. As children of YHWH we are all created as equals, with
inalienable rights, however evolution dictates something else “natural selection
and survival of the fittest”. Evolution does not see us as equals but as competitors
for resources and wealth. Evolution consciousness favors and measures a man or
woman by his or her wealth. Darwinism exploits this profound struggle between
the security of the collective and the autonomous independence of the individual.
Yes, the unbridled pursuit of wealth insures our survival as individuals at the
expense of our survival as a global collective. YHWH consciousness restores the
foundation that defines our common ground, one ohana-family that sees each
other in a new light, as diverse brothers and sisters of a noble human family. We
are ancestral descendants from one family tree; we all share the same set of base
primal genes we inherited from a common set of parents the first man and
woman Adam and Eve. YHWH took dirt and made the first Adam breathed His
divine breath into Adam to give him life, incredible as it is humans and dirt
contain the same constituents. YHWH took a rib out of Adam to create the first
Eve, interestingly enough modern genetics proves that the rib of all human parts
is the ideal agent for cloning. A singularity in search of itself DNA research has
unveiled the genetic interconnectedness of human-kind and unity of Spirit,
Divine-consciousness presence synchronized in our DNA.
Our survival as a distinct species depends on whether or not we recognize our
inherent humanity. Human kind is making historic discoveries about itself at the
super-microscopic level, how will this valuable data be translated and delivered,
how will the DNA be understood by the general public? What are we teaching
our kids now in the 21st century? This is it, our hour of reckoning has come, who
would have ever guessed that one angry mad-man could impair humanity’s ability
to know and recognize himself in the face of the DNA. The genie has been let out
of the bottle the mysterious encoded program of life revealed in a very tiny
package. A dream comes true. Universe found in the micro-cosm.
Great places of learning are chiefly responsible for the global consciousness
shift towards a black hole of no return. Darwinism is unshakeable and remains
undaunted. Staunch disciples of Darwin continue their blasphemous outrage. So it
seems that Darwin won himself a monopoly in the science department. Unwilling
and unable to change their point of view the abrupt gravitational pull of evolution
consciousness continues to take its toll upon unsuspecting students. The
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inescapable urge to conform, being part of the crowd and fear of rejection puts
the human reflex of self-preservation into a state of paralysis. “We are facing
more than a struggle for scientific truth, intellectual well-being, prestige, and the
material good things of life are at stake in the process of defining how we will
perceive and what we will believe about the facts at hand. Therefore erroneous
scientific directions are rather of great vitality and can darken for a long period of
time the once flashed up light of truth. Or is it reputation concerned about how
others will perceive us that gets in the way of our telling the emperor that he has
no clothes on”. (Bartos-Kyriakidis p.18) Who dares to disturb the prevailing status
quo and go where others fear to tread? “So Mr. Charles Darwin you continue to
wield your axe above our heads” (R.E.M.). Today’s society fails to recognize the
social and environmental cost of evolution consciousness. Modern hominid
consciousness adapts and conforms in response to the “selective function.”
Marriage, an age old tradition between the binding of a man and woman, is
no longer sacred. The ancient concept of family, obsolete: Fathers, mothers,
children a thing of the past. What comes next? Machine sex, and genetically
modified test tube baby clones born in factories grown for production instead of
reproduction? Is this the evolving future for the eager homo-sapiens? Indeed
this was the dim vision of Aldous Huxley’s book “The Brave New World” 1930.
Even though Aldous dropped acid and horded cocaine his book of futuristic fiction
is unfolding. His grandfather Thomas Huxley was known as “Darwin’s Bulldog”.
Yes, this was the bully of a man who hustled Darwin’s “Origin of Species” to the
masses. Undoubtedly Aldous was in on the inner know of esoteric future social
consciousness.
It is much easier to control an animal with a programmed brain than a
human being with a rational brain. You don’t want the flock to suspect that they
are being led to the slaughterhouse. Are the British on our flags in our banks and
in our brains? The all-encompassing Empire of Great Britain was world-wide it
knew no boundaries. Great Britain drew the world’s geopolitical map with a
sword. Who were these bloody bastards that invaded the islands of Hawaii, S.
Pacific, New Zealand, New Guinea, Australia, Tasmania, Japan, China, Asia, India,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Middle East, Africa, Ireland, Scotland, Russian gold and
crown jewels, Canada and America? There are many ways to control; the
harvesting of consciousness is one of those ways. Darwin a patsy played his part
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for the evolution revolution, vital for English influence to remain a dominant
world power. The elitist’s plot worked splendidly and the Brits grow rich. With all
due respect and love to those good people of England I apologize, this is not
meant to be offensive but to bring a blinding darkness into the light.
According to the author and historian J.R Tolkien, ancient folklore tells of
the English language origins, tales of Viking sorceresses who invented the tongue
for witchcraft, casting of spells, chants, poetry, and ultimately to conquer the
world. Is evolution part of an English elitist plot to maintain influence and mind
control of the world’s masses? If so where is the proof? Well, what language is
the world speaking anyway, is it not English? Are we not thinking in English a
sorcerer’s tongue? Is there a country on Earth that Great Britain has not invaded
in one way or another? The embodiment of imperial Great British consciousness
summed up in British Rock & Roll musicians who have the hot reputation of
seducing anyone they want; rated as the most promiscuous people on earth the
English rank number one. England, the proud sponsor of evolution consciousness
is suffering its own delirious effect hands-on. Smothered in self-imposed spiritual
anemia the poor Brits find solace in Harry Potter and witchcraft. What else do we
have to offer? Good leadership? God Save the Queen!
Was it just chance that raised Darwin to international status while silencing
Mendel? Or was it by design? These masters of chaos and confusion, do they
have a hidden agenda? Is it being played out, a work in progress? A long time
ago on the beautiful islands of Hawaii and before the British conquest of these
Sandwich Isles as the English called them, human sacrifice was a common
occurrence. Breaking kapu was punishable by death, when a commoner (kauwas)
shadow accidently cast upon an Alii (elite) kapu was broken this spelled death
amongst numerous other harsh laws. Millions of innocent males were sacrificed
to appease the anti-goddess Pele of the volcano. Now the beloved aunty-goddess
Pele has evolved through modern (haoles) without the breath of the Holy Spirit to
worship her as a way to belittle the male patriarch father figure who is a willing
sacrifice for his neo-nazi overbearing feminist chauvinist female goddess
counterpart.
The relentless association of Christianity with the exploitation and
extermination of others is a convenient way to shift blame away from those
without breath of the Spirit (haoles) rich elite who profit without conscience. The
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English way is the world’s way a leading charge for the evolution of the Great
British Empire led by ruthless Lords and Bankster-speculators causing the demise
of the American Indian, Indian Indian, Aborigines of the South Pacific, Africans,
Chinese, Asians, Arabs of the Middle East, Hawaiians, Europeans and Russians all
victims of the Great British Global Empire. Jesus Christ and his followers lived a
life of service unto others, the master Servant taught his followers self-sacrifice
and do unto others as you would have them do unto you. Love your neighbor as
yourselves, love your enemy, sell everything you have and give it to the poor. Evil
men who masquerade as Christians are children of Satan (Gadreel). Christian
values dictate we are all created equal in the image of YHWH with the right to life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness. No genuine Christian has ever harmed
anyone anywhere. Hawaiians were dying from sexually transmitted diseases by
the hundreds of thousands, this is why hula was prohibited for a few seasons and
the wearing of modest dresses (mumus) were worn to save the Hawaiian people
from extinction, not to subdue their culture but to save it, a common
misconception eagerly taught by atheist Darwinists worldwide. The British
imported blood thirsty English murders, sentenced to life in prison, to
exterminate all Australian Aborigines with the reward of freedom. Consequently,
missionaries who made the life and death difference for the Aborigines’ were
blamed for the demise of the Australian Aboriginal culture.
Revolution is the root word of evolution; this particular word has evolved
into many different meanings. This multiple usage for the word evolution
confuses the literal meaning of the word when applied to the science of Biology.
For example we can say that music is an evolutionary art form, because it always
changes and expands, however this has nothing to do with biological evolution,
but the mind sees this as an association because the word is the same. This
multiple usage lends credence to the idea and belief of biological evolution. Oddly
enough the only time we witness transformational events of a species is seen in
movies and cartoons. Had Darwin known more about genetics he would have
postulated that humans evolved from pigs because pig organs are widely used for
transplants, ape parts always kill the patient, does that mean we evolved from
pigs not hardly it would not be kosher.
Hardly a day goes by that we don’t get buzzed with subliminal messages of
evolution programing. Evolution has become one of the most frequently used
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words in our vocabulary, central to the nervous system and psyche of modern
society. Evolution is everywhere and nowhere. Did music really evolve or was it
created by mankind, we could just as easily say music has developed throughout
the ages, after all music is a product of human consciousness. But because we are
led to believe that the incredibly complex human biological machine has evolved
throughout the ages we are inclined to say that music has evolved as well.
Evolution is hip, dig it.
It takes talent, work, intelligence and practice to create music, so in essence
music is created. There are over 100 trillion bits of consequential information
within a tiny fragment of our DNA, all in order and spontaneous communication
with one another. This incredible self-replicating super-computer called the DNA
holds the musical notes of life, able to over load hundreds of large supercomputers created by mankind. We could say that modern technology has
evolved in the last hundred years, but literally speaking computer technology is
the product of work. It takes work, energy and intelligence to build a complex
system. I’O is the name of the Creator, the source of life and aloha. People of
ancient Hawaii’o recognized multiple levels of consciousness, unconsciousness,
sub-consciousness, present consciousness, super-consciousness and CreatorConsciousness.
Many of our ancient ancestors were aware of the Great Spirit who created
the visible out of the invisible. In tune with nature they recognized the work of
Creation. Creation stories abound the world over, Kumulipo the Hawaiian
Creation Chant articulates the continual reproduction of species. Genesis
articulates Creation as a complete work in progress, all the first pairs of living
creatures were created complete and ready to reproduce. The first creatures
were not born or hatched; this answers the age old question, what came first the
chicken or the egg? The chicken and the rooster with all their inherent faculties
came first to produce and hatch a perfect egg. Every single tiny detail must be
perfect and precise or the organism will not work. It takes a male and female to
reproduce, this is not faith, this is visible observation written in word or
memorized in a chant. Alarmingly both the Kumulipo Creation Chant and the
book of Genesis have been modified and homogenized into the evolution myth.
Evolution consciousness has replaced Creation consciousness; duplicit
interpretation of key words has homogenized creation into the evolution myth.
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“In the beginning YHWH created the heavens and the earth and the earth was
formless and void”. (Genesis 1:1) “Formless and void” has been misinterpreted to
mean chaos, to imply that all things were created or evolved out of chaos. Giving
credence to the chaos theory which in turn gives credibility to a long term chain
of events, evolution, give it enough time and anything can happen all things are
possible. The “incredible power of myth” afloat in a bowl of Campbell’s alphabet
soup, no matter how long you stir, the letters won’t form words. Beyond time
and chance 100 trillion consequential micro-bits of genetic code squeezed into
the microscopic DNA, is no myth, Joe.
According to the 1st and 2nd laws of thermodynamics all energy is recycled
and complex systems wind down they don’t wind upwards, from order to
disorder, from life to death. We don’t see before our eyes the appearance of
higher level species, we only see entropy, degradation and extinction of species
and nonviable mutations that fail to survive. Our bodies represent a storehouse
of energy that will ultimately wind down die and are recycled into the ether of
unknowing or eternal consciousness. So what is the point of this evolutionrevolution? A harvest, to harness a human beings consciousness and capture the
soul? Is this a form of spiritual cannibalism that robs human beings of their
Divine-consciousness and spiritual manna?
A form of sorcery turning a positive into a negative? A magical trick?
Doublespeak? Morphing creation into a myth and replacing it with evolution. The
unobservable theory of evolution presented as de-facto science does not qualify
scientific criteria. We have never witnessed anything but human babies birthing
out of human women, humans have never ever witnessed the transmutation of
any species yet we believe it because its pre-historic science. No one was there to
witness and record pre-history. So what is science? Is it not knowledge gained
through experience by the use of our senses? Do we not possess intuitive
perception? An awareness of what is right and what is wrong? An all knowing Divine- consciousness subtle presence.
What is this invisible sense? Unlike the senses of touch, smell, taste, sight,
hearing and equilibrium, the seventh sense is a deeply innate quality of the
human heart. This whispering sense of what is right or wrong; this awareness of
one’s own existence; this consciousness; this subtle force inherent inside all of us
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determines the character and compassion of the human soul. We cannot
physically perceive or put our finger on conscience but we know it exists. Is then
human form a fusion of physical and spiritual perfection, Divine Love? Spirits in a
physical body; where does conscience come from anyway? Is it just belief, a
belief system? Can the conscience be turned off? Re-programmed and rebooted? And how does Social Darwinism impact our perception of natural
science? Of nature and our interpretation of nature?
Rugged Northwest Arizona, home to one of the world’s greatest natural
wonders, serpentines through the Kaibab Plateau at the southernmost edge of
the Great Basin Desert. One mile deep the Grand Canyon is exposed by erosion,
to reveal the geologic column bearing distinct horizontal lines of contact between
geological strata layers, where no signs of erosion is observed. Those ageless
layers of terra-firma cry out in glory beneath our feet, to reveal the mystery of
forsaken history. Like the lines upon a page or pages in a book they lay one upon
each other exposed by erosion, yet no erosion between them is found. Flesh and
bones etched in stone apparently in no consequential order. Has it not occurred
to the indoctrinated scientist that a simultaneous explosive ballistic-deposition of
these >meta>morphic> vapor> phase> to rock> layers, were laid down before
erosion had a chance to occur? Bowen’s reaction series took place in the
atmosphere not underground. “Distribution can only be achieved by ballistic
transport above the atmosphere” (Wasson). “At the moment of explosion,
extensive chemical change within an incandescent cloud in the state of a silicate
aerosol and vaporous solution condensed at the appropriate point of cooling to
form metamorphic rock layers.” (Florenskyi and Dikkov) This explosive event
2450 B.C. which actually occurred and recorded as history in the book of Genesis
7:11, has been totally obscured by great modern myths of long and successive
pre-historic time periods. “
It takes a keen eye to notice the saltwater line on the inner rim of the
mountaintops surrounding the Great Basin Desert. According to Indian oral
history this once vast inland saltwater sea ripped through the Kaibab Plateau
during a great earthquake approximately 1200 years ago. Evidence of this is clear
because the opposing sides of the Grand Canyon are displaced by a full 1000
vertical feet. Contrary to popular opinion both the deposition of the geologic
column and its subsequent erosion actually occurred in remarkably short time
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spans. “One needs to be wary of theories built upon assumptions that geological
processes act slowly and accumulatively to give predictable results that may even
be computerized by programing. They do nothing of a sort.” (King 215)
Clearly these arguments are not presented to our students on the grounds
of separation of church and state, or simply because “The Word of YHWH” cannot
be scientific. There are two sides to history and interpretations vary according to
one’s perspective, prejudice and discrimination. If historical science is not
allowed to be represented as having scientific and historic credibility in school,
then our children will not receive the opportunity to make an educated choice
between historical science and pre-historical science. “It is within the provision of
the United States Constitution to present a unified, historic, and scientific account
of Creation in the public institution of education. When the First Amendment was
passed (dealing with the separation of church and state), it had two purposes. The
first purpose was that there would be no established, ‘national’ church for the
United States” (Schaeffer). This means that there would be no one particular
ruling sect (evolution). The second purpose was that government would not
impede or interfere with the free practice of religion. The misunderstanding of
“separation of church and state” in the United States of America today has
censored and silenced the Bible’s historic and scientific credibility. This is a total
reversal from the original intent of the First Amendment. Democratic principles
are grounded in compassion and goodwill towards all mankind, “is the theory of
evolution a viable metaphor for an enduring Democratic Constitutional
Republic?”
As children’s parents are we failing to offer and teach historical creation
science because we have not been taught this frame of reference? Are priests
and rabbis, preachers and teachers, scientists and entertainers not teaching
historical science because they have not been taught the creation perspective?
We must regain the academic freedom to represent historical science in public
schools if we are to remain a free thinking society. It is imperative that we develop critical thinking skills, weighing things out, examining and questioning
information before we accept it as fact. We have allowed ourselves to be misled
because of the mighty status quo. Discussing these opposing issues in public
schools is the only way to reach a new resolution. The word “educate”, means to
draw out the truth. Today’s schools are not teaching students how to think they
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are teaching us what to think. Institutionalized evolution has become sacred; no
one dares to challenge it. Truth? We make it up as we go. If we continue to go
along with pre-history as the framework for our search for truth we will again ring
the words of Shakespeare “life is a tale told by an idiot full of sound and fury,
signifying nothing.” (2 Thessalonians 2: 9-12) – “The coming of the lawless one is
according to the working of Satan, with all power, signs, lying wonders, and with
all unrighteous deception among those who perish, because they did not receive
the love of the truth, that they might be saved. And for this reason YHWH sends
them a powerful delusion, so that they will believe the lie, that they all may be
condemned who did not believe the truth that had pleasure in unrighteousness.”
Albert Einstein once said that “the important thing is not to stop questioning”.
Einstein’s concealed genius was his ability to put himself into the shoes of YHWHconsciousness, then ask the right question. The question is not: What is science?
The question is: What is science apart from history? Will we rise above and
transcend pre-history to capture this fleeting moment of greatest discovery,
recognition of Divine- consciousness in the DNA? If we don’t rise above the
smoke and mirrors now, we will have sunk past a threshold of no return. If not
now, when? It is about time we take back our humanity and build a society based
on co-operation with one another and the environment, reinstituting the way of
our ancestors and reclaiming our Divine inheritance. As stated in the Declaration
of Independence, “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are
created equal, that they are endowed by their CREATOR with certain unalienable
Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness”. Amen
See link from (video.wvbs.org) titled, “Separation of Church and State?”
here. -> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMJRFpmLSss
Also see link titled, “Was America Founded on Christian Principles?” ----here. -> https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m40r1KeOjX8
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